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Life Skills: Health and Hygiene in SEND
88 Items

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

Welcome to tonight's discussion on Life Skills: Health and
Hygiene.
Please remember to add #SENexchange to your tweets
so we can follow the discussion

1 7:59 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

Q1. What barriers do people with Sensory Processing
diﬀerences face with common hygiene routines?
#SENexchange

4 8:00 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

Joe W
@jw_teach

A1. Hand dryers are a big issue. So loud in conﬁned
spaces. Can create negative associative memories
around bathrooms in general. #Senexchange
9 8:01 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Joe W's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 58m
Q1. What barriers do people with Sensory Processing
diﬀerences face with common hygiene routines?
#SENexchange

Susan Griﬃths
@SusanGriﬃths5

So many....smell of toilet, toiletries,etc. Sound of hand
dryers, toilet ﬂushing, water in the pipes. Tactile
sensitivity to the feel of water, soap, etc. #SENexchange
2 8:04 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Susan Griﬃths's other Tweets

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

#SENexchange.
Thank you Penny. Adding the Hashtag. Toothpaste
ﬂavours can be diﬃcult can't they. Have you found any
good options? twitter.com/penorjen/statu…
Penny @penorjen
Replying to @SENexchange
Diﬃculties with feel of water on skin, diﬃculties with how
toiletries feel on their skin, diﬃculties with favour of
toothpaste, brushing teeth causes pain, cutting nails or hair
causes pain/uncomfortable feelings
2 8:04 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

TEETH!
Q2. What strategies can we use to support those who
ﬁnd teeth cleaning Aversive?#SENexchange

1 8:05 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

Susan Griﬃths @SusanGriﬃths5 · 54m
Replying to @SENexchange

So many....smell of toilet, toiletries,etc. Sound of hand
dryers, toilet ﬂushing, water in the pipes. Tactile sensitivity
to the feel of water, soap, etc. #SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

Good evening Susan. Hope all is well. Any suggestions for
diﬀerent types of soap? #SENexchange
8:05 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

Joe W
@jw_teach

A2. This toothbrush is for chewers. Can help if the
bristles are too uncomfortable. amzn.to/2W4vdXn
#SENExchange

4 8:06 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Joe W's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 53m
TEETH!
Q2. What strategies can we use to support those who ﬁnd
teeth cleaning Aversive?#SENexchange

Susan Griﬃths
@SusanGriﬃths5

Mild ﬂavoured toothpastes, non foaming toothpaste I.e.
OraNurse; fruit ﬂavoured toothpaste; electric brush,
three sided toothbrushes, silicone ﬁnger brushes,
brushing teeth in front of a mirror so can see what is
happening, spit out more frequently, etc. #SENexchange
3 8:07 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Susan Griﬃths's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 53m
#SENexchange.
Thank you Penny. Adding the Hashtag. Toothpaste ﬂavours
can be diﬃcult can't they. Have you found any good
options? twitter.com/penorjen/statu…
Penny @penorjen
Replying to @SENexchange

Diﬃculties with feel of water on skin, diﬃculties with
how toiletries feel on their skin, diﬃculties with favour
of toothpaste, brushing teeth causes pain, cutting nails
or hair causes pain/uncomfortable feelings

Penny
@penorjen

We used to use children's toothpaste (even those dentist
told us not to) as ﬂavour not as strong and they even
have strawberry. We just made sure the ﬂuoride content
was similar to adult toothpaste #senexchange
2 8:08 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Penny's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 53m
TEETH!
Q2. What strategies can we use to support those who ﬁnd
teeth cleaning Aversive?#SENexchange

Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

@MapsCherry

We use a timetable in the bathroom @CherryGdnSchool
to break down the process to aid understanding
(content2-schoolwebsite.netdna-ssl.com/FileCluster/Ch…)
#SENexchange
2 8:09 PM - Mar 11, 2020 · Byker, England
See Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

's other Tweets

Penny @penorjen · 50m
Replying to @SENexchange

We used to use children's toothpaste (even those dentist
told us not to) as ﬂavour not as strong and they even have
strawberry. We just made sure the ﬂuoride content was
similar to adult toothpaste #senexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

seems like a reasonable adaptation. I have tried a few
but not found one that doesn't get spit out yet!
#SENexchange
8:09 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

@Maps… · 49m

Replying to @SENexchange

We use a timetable in the bathroom @CherryGdnSchool to
break down the process to aid understanding (content2schoolwebsite.netdna-ssl.com/FileCluster/Ch…)
#SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

That is great thanks for sharing. #SENexchange
1 8:09 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

HAIR!
Q3. What strategies can we use to support those who
ﬁnd washing/brushing/cutting hair aversive?
#SENexchange

8:10 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 53m
TEETH!
Q2. What strategies can we use to support those who ﬁnd
teeth cleaning Aversive?#SENexchange

Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

@MapsCherry

We have also found musical electric toothbrushes have
helped with certain children #SENexchange
2 8:10 PM - Mar 11, 2020 · Byker, England
See Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

's other Tweets

Susan Griﬃths @SusanGriﬃths5 · 51m
Replying to @SENexchange

Mild ﬂavoured toothpastes, non foaming toothpaste I.e.
OraNurse; fruit ﬂavoured toothpaste; electric brush, three
sided toothbrushes, silicone ﬁnger brushes, brushing teeth
in front of a mirror so can see what is happening, spit out
more frequently, etc. #SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

I've just ordered a silicone ﬁnger brush. See how it goes.
#SENexchange
8:10 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 58m
Q1. What barriers do people with Sensory Processing
diﬀerences face with common hygiene routines?
#SENexchange

Ed Psych Insight
@EPInsight

A big issue for children with ASD is a diﬃculty with
understanding the function of personal hygiene. It may
not easily motivate them and they may feel that it
interrupts a preferred activity or routine. It can also be
hard for them to perceive how others react
#SENexchange
2 8:10 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Ed Psych Insight's other Tweets

Joe W
@jw_teach

A3. To support those reluctant to have a hair cut these
strategies may help.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Familiar adult cutting hair
Scissors rather than noisy clippers
Distract with favourite video
Timer to outline length of hair cut.
Start with a quick trim#SENexchange
6 8:11 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Joe W's other Tweets

Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

@Maps… · 48m

Replying to @SENexchange

We have also found musical electric toothbrushes have
helped with certain children #SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

Good to have a toothbrush toolkit! My boy is a fan of the
light up ones. We use in the bath in the dark.
#SENexchange
1 8:11 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

Ed Psych Insight @EPInsight · 48m
Replying to @SENexchange

A big issue for children with ASD is a diﬃculty with
understanding the function of personal hygiene. It may not
easily motivate them and they may feel that it interrupts a
preferred activity or routine. It can also be hard for them to
perceive how others react #SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

Good points. By others do you mean supporting adults or
peers to the same activity? #SENexchange
8:12 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

#SENexchange twitter.com/cait_hatstand/…
CompletelyHatstand @cait_hatstand
Replying to @jw_teach
I'd really like it if the mirror was covered!
1 8:12 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 53m
TEETH!
Q2. What strategies can we use to support those who ﬁnd
teeth cleaning Aversive?#SENexchange

Penny
@penorjen

Apps that countdown 2 mins with distractions to take
their mind oﬀ it and they can see it will be over soon.
Before technology I used to sing the same song to them
whilst brushing which had the same purpose
#senexchange
1 8:13 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Penny's other Tweets

CompletelyHatstand @cait_hatstand · 46m
Replying to @jw_teach

I'd really like it if the mirror was covered!

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

may I ask why? I taught a young chap who would
remove any mirrors #SENexchange
8:13 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 48m
HAIR!
Q3. What strategies can we use to support those who ﬁnd
washing/brushing/cutting hair aversive?#SENexchange

Ed Psych Insight
@EPInsight

They may need more frequent trips to the hairdresser
for quick trims, so that time & discomfort is reduced. A
ﬁdget resource or deep pressure could help provide
calming proprioceptive input. A visual schedule might
break down the haircut into small predictable steps
#SENexchange
2 8:13 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Ed Psych Insight's other Tweets

Joe W @jw_teach · 47m
A3. To support those reluctant to have a hair cut these
strategies may help.
1. Familiar adult cutting hair
2. Scissors rather than noisy clippers
3. Distract with favourite video
4. Timer to outline length of hair cut.
5. Start with a quick trim#SENexchange

St Martins & St Andrew's Teaching Schools
@SMSAteaching

Where the haircut happens....cutting hair in a
comfortable environment for the student eg sensory
room. I saw a great video on twitter awhile back where a
hairdresser was cutting the young persons hair in the car
outside the salon whilst they listened to music
#SENexchange
1 8:14 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See St Martins & St Andrew's Teaching Schools's other
Tweets

Penny @penorjen · 45m
Replying to @SENexchange

Apps that countdown 2 mins with distractions to take their
mind oﬀ it and they can see it will be over soon. Before
technology I used to sing the same song to them whilst
brushing which had the same purpose #senexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

Great ideas. I suppose ﬁnding one that motivates the
child is the key.#SENexchange
8:14 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

Ed Psych Insight @EPInsight · 45m
Replying to @SENexchange

They may need more frequent trips to the hairdresser for
quick trims, so that time & discomfort is reduced. A ﬁdget
resource or deep pressure could help provide calming
proprioceptive input. A visual schedule might break down
the haircut into small predictable steps #SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

Love these ideas. #SENexchange
8:14 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 53m
Replying to @SusanGriﬃths5

Good evening Susan. Hope all is well. Any suggestions for
diﬀerent types of soap? #SENexchange

Susan Griﬃths
@SusanGriﬃths5

Powdered soap can be good for children who don’t like
the wet feel of liquid soap or bar soap. Alternatively just
ﬁll the sink with lots of soap liquid and encourage the
child to wash their hands in the water if they can’t
tolerate the feel of soap on their hands #SENexchange
1 8:14 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Susan Griﬃths's other Tweets

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

BATHS/SHOWERS!
Q4. What strategies can we use to support those who
Showers/Baths Aversive?#SENExchange

1 8:15 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

St Martins & St Andrew's Teaching Schools @ · 44m
Replying to @jw_teach

Where the haircut happens....cutting hair in a comfortable
environment for the student eg sensory room. I saw a
great video on twitter awhile back where a hairdresser was
cutting the young persons hair in the car outside the salon
whilst they listened to music #SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

Now that would need a vacuum! I think you are right
about the comfortable environment. #SENexchange
1 8:15 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

EQUALS
@equals_co_uk

Some great advice and discussion on @SENexchange
this evening....well worth a look! #SENexchange
#collaboration #communityofpractice
3 8:15 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See EQUALS's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 43m
BATHS/SHOWERS!
Q4. What strategies can we use to support those who
Showers/Baths Aversive?#SENExchange

Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

@MapsCherry

In my experience from chatting to parents the challenge
more often than not was how to get the child out of the
bath!! Maybe @CherryGdnSchool is just full of water
babies #SENexchange
2 8:16 PM - Mar 11, 2020 · Byker, England
See Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 48m
HAIR!
Q3. What strategies can we use to support those who ﬁnd
washing/brushing/cutting hair aversive?#SENexchange

Penny
@penorjen

My daughter had short hair until she was 11 due to hair
brushing and styling aversion. It was her choice as she
hated having her hair tied back for school #senexchange
1 8:17 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Penny's other Tweets

Susan Griﬃths @SusanGriﬃths5 · 44m
Replying to @SENexchange

Powdered soap can be good for children who don’t like the
wet feel of liquid soap or bar soap. Alternatively just ﬁll the
sink with lots of soap liquid and encourage the child to
wash their hands in the water if they can’t tolerate the feel
of soap on their hands #SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

Excellent and very timely advice! I've never seen
powdered soap. #SENexchange
8:17 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 48m
HAIR!
Q3. What strategies can we use to support those who ﬁnd
washing/brushing/cutting hair aversive?#SENexchange

Susan Griﬃths
@SusanGriﬃths5

Support child to build relationship with hairdresser ﬁrst
before going anywhere near their hair. Let hairdresser
know and tell them what strategies help the child.
#SENexchange
2 8:17 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Susan Griﬃths's other Tweets

Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

@Maps… · 42m

Replying to @SENexchange

In my experience from chatting to parents the challenge
more often than not was how to get the child out of the
bath!! Maybe @CherryGdnSchool is just full of water
babies #SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

I found the water temperature was key and running
before the child entered the room (noise)
#SENexchange
2 8:18 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

nb @nb87120292 · 43m
Replying to @SENexchange

A hairdresser/barber who is quick!

Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

@MapsCherry

This is really important! They need to be properly briefed
too! I supported parents in the barbershop on a couple
of occasions as another familiar face #SENexchange
2 8:18 PM - Mar 11, 2020 · Byker, England
See Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 48m
HAIR!
Q3. What strategies can we use to support those who ﬁnd
washing/brushing/cutting hair aversive?#SENexchange

Penny
@penorjen

We also have a brilliant mobile hairdresser. Kids much
more relaxed at home! #senexchange
1 8:18 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Penny's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 43m
BATHS/SHOWERS!
Q4. What strategies can we use to support those who
Showers/Baths Aversive?#SENExchange

Claire R
@Claire_R123

I found doing some desensitising before & after helped,
but if baths are too much for little ones, I’d give the
shower a go - but allow them to be in control.
#SENexchange
3 8:19 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Claire R's other Tweets

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

HYGIENE ROUTINES
Q5. How can we support children/adults who struggle to
remember hygiene/health routines?#Senexchange

1 8:20 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 43m
BATHS/SHOWERS!
Q4. What strategies can we use to support those who
Showers/Baths Aversive?#SENExchange

Ed Psych Insight
@EPInsight

Experiment with water temperature. Some may need
the bath pre-ﬁlled, if they are sensitive to the sound of
the water running. Try unscented soaps or gels and
minimise odours in the bathroom. They may need deep
pressure to the head when their hair is being washed.
#SENexchange
3 8:20 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Ed Psych Insight's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 43m
BATHS/SHOWERS!
Q4. What strategies can we use to support those who
Showers/Baths Aversive?#SENExchange

Susan Griﬃths
@SusanGriﬃths5

I often see children who copes better with baths rather
than showers as they don’t like water running down their
face. Water temperature for many children is often an
issue especially if they are sensitive to heat so run the
water temperature to child’s preferences
#SENexchange
3 8:20 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Susan Griﬃths's other Tweets

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

A hair washing jug that prevents water on the
face!amzn.to/2IANIel
This is awesome only £6! #SENexchange
twitter.com/sencogirl/stat…
Sencogirl @sencogirl
Replying to @SENexchange
There are hair washing jugs that have rubber which stops
water going on the individuals face.
4 8:20 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 48m
HAIR!
Q3. What strategies can we use to support those who ﬁnd
washing/brushing/cutting hair aversive?#SENexchange

Claire R
@Claire_R123

Loads of distraction & a really good protective cape that
keeps small hairs oﬀ skin as much as possible. Plus, be
as quick as you can!! #SENexchange
2 8:21 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Claire R's other Tweets

Susan Griﬃths @SusanGriﬃths5 · 38m
Replying to @SENexchange

I often see children who copes better with baths rather
than showers as they don’t like water running down their
face. Water temperature for many children is often an
issue especially if they are sensitive to heat so run the
water temperature to child’s preferences #SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

My son won't go near a shower. Literally terriﬁed.
#SENexchange
1 8:21 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

Ed Psych Insight @EPInsight · 38m
Replying to @SENexchange

Experiment with water temperature. Some may need the
bath pre-ﬁlled, if they are sensitive to the sound of the
water running. Try unscented soaps or gels and minimise
odours in the bathroom. They may need deep pressure to
the head when their hair is being washed. #SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

Good ideas. Such a sensory environment. I have a super
quick hair washing technique now that involves minimal
water and ninja speed. #SENexchange
2 8:22 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 38m
HYGIENE ROUTINES
Q5. How can we support children/adults who struggle to
remember hygiene/health routines?#Senexchange

Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

@MapsCherry

Another resource from @CherryGdnSchool site
content2-schoolwebsite.netdna-ssl.com/FileCluster/Ch…
#SENexchange
1 8:22 PM - Mar 11, 2020 · Byker, England
See Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 38m
HYGIENE ROUTINES
Q5. How can we support children/adults who struggle to
remember hygiene/health routines?#Senexchange

Susan Griﬃths
@SusanGriﬃths5

Use visual schedules for diﬀerent personal care routine.
Use apps such as Choiceworks to remind children of
their personal care routine #SENexchange
3 8:23 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Susan Griﬃths's other Tweets

Ed Psych Insight @EPInsight · 38m
Replying to @SENexchange

Experiment with water temperature. Some may need the
bath pre-ﬁlled, if they are sensitive to the sound of the
water running. Try unscented soaps or gels and minimise
odours in the bathroom. They may need deep pressure to
the head when their hair is being washed. #SENexchange

St Martins & St Andrew's Teaching Schools
@SMSAteaching

Its only when we think about it that there are so many
variables around taking a bath that can have such an
impact on our students #SENexchange
3 8:23 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See St Martins & St Andrew's Teaching Schools's other
Tweets

Claire R @Claire_R123 · 37m
Replying to @SENexchange

Loads of distraction & a really good protective cape that
keeps small hairs oﬀ skin as much as possible. Plus, be as
quick as you can!! #SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

my boy wears his sun suit from the beach stops anything
going down the neck and shakes oﬀ. #SENExchange
3 8:23 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 38m
HYGIENE ROUTINES
Q5. How can we support children/adults who struggle to
remember hygiene/health routines?#Senexchange

Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

@MapsCherry

We also have some videos of children practising their
skills here (plus downloads at foot of page)
cherrygardenschool.co.uk/Bathroom-Skills
#SENexchange
2 8:23 PM - Mar 11, 2020 · Byker, England
See Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

's other Tweets

Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

@Maps… · 36m

Replying to @SENexchange

Another resource from @CherryGdnSchool site content2schoolwebsite.netdna-ssl.com/FileCluster/Ch…
#SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

These are really useful visuals. #SENexchange
1 8:23 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 43m
BATHS/SHOWERS!
Q4. What strategies can we use to support those who
Showers/Baths Aversive?#SENExchange

Penny
@penorjen

Mine was utterly terriﬁed of showers, so it was baths for
the ﬁrst 10 years. She has got better with age and will
shower now. Still manages to ﬂood the bathroom
because she has to open the shower cubicle every 2
minutes to dry her face on a towel! #senexchange
3 8:23 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Penny's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 53m
TEETH!
Q2. What strategies can we use to support those who ﬁnd
teeth cleaning Aversive?#SENexchange

Claire R
@Claire_R123

We were taught by an OT to give as much control as
poss, use a mirror - for body awareness & to make it a
game & relaxed. We had a teeth brushing song & played
your turn, my turn. Only short turns to start with &
trialled lots of ﬂavoured toothpaste. No quick ﬁx!
#SENexchange
6 8:23 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Claire R's other Tweets

Susan Griﬃths @SusanGriﬃths5 · 35m
Replying to @SENexchange

Use visual schedules for diﬀerent personal care routine.
Use apps such as Choiceworks to remind children of their
personal care routine #SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

googles choiceworks.... #SENexchange
2 8:24 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

St Martins & St Andrew's Teaching Schools @ · 35m
Replying to @EPInsight @SENexchange

Its only when we think about it that there are so many
variables around taking a bath that can have such an
impact on our students #SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

Quite right. #SENexchange
1 8:24 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

RESOURCE RECOMENDATIONS
Q6 Where can we ﬁnd ACCESSIBLE resources, products
to help with hygiene routines?#SENexchange

2 8:25 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

Penny @penorjen · 35m
Replying to @SENexchange

Mine was utterly terriﬁed of showers, so it was baths for the
ﬁrst 10 years. She has got better with age and will shower
now. Still manages to ﬂood the bathroom because she has
to open the shower cubicle every 2 minutes to dry her face
on a towel! #senexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

thats great progress though! #SENexchange
1 8:25 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 37m
Replying to @SusanGriﬃths5

My son won't go near a shower. Literally terriﬁed.
#SENexchange

Susan Griﬃths
@SusanGriﬃths5

I worked with one child who described showers as
‘needles raining on my skin’! #SENexchange
2 8:25 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Susan Griﬃths's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 35m
Replying to @Claire_R123

my boy wears his sun suit from the beach stops anything
going down the neck and shakes oﬀ. #SENExchange

Claire R
@Claire_R123

Brilliant idea! Wish I’d thought of that when Dude was
younger. He started going to the barber a few yrs ago &
spoke to him for the 1st time a few months ago
Baby
steps & in their own time #SENexchange
1 8:25 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Claire R's other Tweets

Claire R @Claire_R123 · 35m
Replying to @SENexchange

We were taught by an OT to give as much control as poss,
use a mirror - for body awareness & to make it a game &
relaxed. We had a teeth brushing song & played your turn,
my turn. Only short turns to start with & trialled lots of
ﬂavoured toothpaste. No quick ﬁx! #SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

Gamiﬁcation of teeth brushing! Great ideas Claire thank
you. #SENexchange
1 8:26 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

Joe W
@jw_teach

A6 @Widgit_Software Oﬀer some free symbol supported
sheets about health, including visiting the dentist here:
widgit-health.com/easy-read-shee…#SENexchange
5 8:26 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Joe W's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 38m
HYGIENE ROUTINES
Q5. How can we support children/adults who struggle to
remember hygiene/health routines?#Senexchange

Ed Psych Insight
@EPInsight

Break it down into sequential steps using visuals or
photos. Use a visual timer for showering or shaving, so
that they know when it will come to an end. Consider a
social story about how hand washing removes germs
and how this helps us and others stay healthy.
#SENexchange
3 8:27 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Ed Psych Insight's other Tweets

Claire R @Claire_R123 · 33m
Replying to @SENexchange

Brilliant idea! Wish I’d thought of that when Dude was
younger. He started going to the barber a few yrs ago &
spoke to him for the 1st time a few months ago
Baby
steps & in their own time #SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

It didn't help that I took him to a barbers, he watched me
and the barber used a ﬂaming cotton ball to burn oﬀ the
ear hair - I didn't see that coming! #SENexchange
2 8:27 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

Claire R @Claire_R123 · 35m
Replying to @SENexchange

We were taught by an OT to give as much control as poss,
use a mirror - for body awareness & to make it a game &
relaxed. We had a teeth brushing song & played your turn,
my turn. Only short turns to start with & trialled lots of
ﬂavoured toothpaste. No quick ﬁx! #SENexchange

Susan Griﬃths
@SusanGriﬃths5

Yes, that is one of the key strategy I tell parents is to give
the child as much control as possible #SENexchange
2 8:27 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Susan Griﬃths's other Tweets

St Martins & St Andrew's Teaching Schools
@SMSAteaching

some students at my previous school engaged with local
health professionals inc dentists / opticians etc to talk
through the things they found diﬃcult and how the
professionals could make things better...student voice
leading to real change #SENexchange
4 8:28 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See St Martins & St Andrew's Teaching Schools's other
Tweets

Sencogirl @sencogirl · 31m
There are lots of things out there if only we all knew about
them..
My latest ﬁnd is the 'wobble cushion' for children who are
restless when sitting on chairs. Today a child explained to
me all about his. It was like an advert from QVC
#sharethegadgets twitter.com/SENexchange/st…
#SENexchange @SENexchange
A hair washing jug that prevents water on the
face!amzn.to/2IANIel
This is awesome only £6! #SENexchange
twitter.com/sencogirl/stat…

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

I am hoping we get some more suggestions from
tonight's #SENexchange
8:28 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 33m
RESOURCE RECOMENDATIONS
Q6 Where can we ﬁnd ACCESSIBLE resources, products to
help with hygiene routines?#SENexchange

Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

@MapsCherry

We found these from @ccsmobility great for children
with physical needs completecareshop.co.uk/bathingaids/c… #SENexchange
Suction Grab Rail - Clearance Oﬀer fr…
Representing truly exceptional value for
money the Suction Grab Rail has very
powerful suction cups at each end of its
completecareshop.co.uk
2 8:29 PM - Mar 11, 2020 · Byker, England
See Cherry Garden

Branch Maps

's other Tweets

St Martins & St Andrew's Teaching Schools @ · 30m
some students at my previous school engaged with local
health professionals inc dentists / opticians etc to talk
through the things they found diﬃcult and how the
professionals could make things better...student voice
leading to real change #SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

HAd some really good community nurses at previous
school who came to do blood tests etc. not always
successful but often trusted adults with them
help.#SENexchange
1 8:29 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

That is the end of the oﬃcial chat. Please feel free to
add your answers but please use the hashtag
#SENexchange so we can keep track!
Why not check out #EYshare now
Thank you all.

2 8:30 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

Steve Russell @beyondbehaviour · 29m
Just a cursory glance at this thread would help raise
everyone's awareness of both the challenges some CYP
face. Yes - this is speciﬁc to bathrooms - but the same
principles apply to the classroom #reasonableadjustments
#behaviourascommunication
twitter.com/SENexchange/st…
#SENexchange @SENexchange
BATHS/SHOWERS!
Q4. What strategies can we use to support those who
Showers/Baths Aversive?#SENExchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

Hi Steve. Oh yes even ﬂexible adapted classroom
present a real challenge for many. #SENexchange
1 8:30 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 32m
Replying to @Claire_R123

Gamiﬁcation of teeth brushing! Great ideas Claire thank
you. #SENexchange

Claire R
@Claire_R123

If it works
We made up the tooth brushing song. And
the getting dried song. And the getting dressed song... as
you can see, the theme was mainly based around
distraction! & it probably worked so well because my
singing is awful
#SENexchange
3 8:31 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Claire R's other Tweets

Susan Griﬃths @SusanGriﬃths5 · 33m
Replying to @SENexchange

I worked with one child who described showers as ‘needles
raining on my skin’! #SENexchange

Penny
@penorjen

My daugher re showers: "the water hurts and the air
feels heavy" #senexchange
1 8:31 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Penny's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 28m
That is the end of the oﬃcial chat. Please feel free to add
your answers but please use the hashtag #SENexchange
so we can keep track!
Why not check out #EYshare now
Thank you all.

St Martins & St Andrew's Teaching Schools
@SMSAteaching

Thanks for a great discussion with lots of really valuable
advice #SENexchange
2 8:31 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See St Martins & St Andrew's Teaching Schools's other
Tweets

nb @nb87120292 · 28m
Replying to @SENexchange

A long time ago I supported someone who really liked his
familiar songs. Wasn’t usually inclined to participate in
daily tasks. So I used to sing tasks to the tune of ‘camptown
races’ and ‘deck the halls’. Very individual to him!

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

Whatever works! The things we ﬁnd ourselves doing.
#SENexchange
1 8:31 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 31m
Replying to @Claire_R123

It didn't help that I took him to a barbers, he watched me
and the barber used a ﬂaming cotton ball to burn oﬀ the
ear hair - I didn't see that coming! #SENexchange

Claire R
@Claire_R123

Oooh
Turkish barber? OH has that done every year
on holiday!! #SENexchange
1 8:32 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Claire R's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 33m
RESOURCE RECOMENDATIONS
Q6 Where can we ﬁnd ACCESSIBLE resources, products to
help with hygiene routines?#SENexchange

Ed Psych Insight
@EPInsight

Forgot the hashtag #SENexchange The Middletown
Centre for Autism @autismcentre have an excellent
online resource devoted to practical strategies for
developing life skills. Here’s the page on personal
hygiene - lifeskills.middletownautism.com/strategies/sel…
Self-care Activities - Life Skills Reso…
Their independent functioning in such tasks
can be limited by a range of factors, which
can make self-care tasks challenging.
life-skills.middletownautism.com
3 8:32 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Ed Psych Insight's other Tweets

Claire R @Claire_R123 · 27m
Replying to @SENexchange

If it works
We made up the tooth brushing song. And the
getting dried song. And the getting dressed song... as you
can see, the theme was mainly based around distraction!
& it probably worked so well because my singing is awful
#SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

Singing is coming up a lot as a strategy maybe we need
#SENexchange's got talent.
4 8:33 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 33m
Replying to @penorjen

thats great progress though! #SENexchange

Penny
@penorjen

It is! She also sits down as she says the water doesn't
hurt as much then?! #senexchange
1 8:33 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Penny's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 33m
RESOURCE RECOMENDATIONS
Q6 Where can we ﬁnd ACCESSIBLE resources, products to
help with hygiene routines?#SENexchange

Susan Griﬃths
@SusanGriﬃths5

For girls going through periods who are sensitive to
touch can ﬁnd periods very diﬃcult. Period pants are a
godsend solution to this! No messing around with
sanitary products #SENexchange
4 8:33 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Susan Griﬃths's other Tweets

Susan Griﬃths @SusanGriﬃths5 · 31m
Replying to @Claire_R123 @SENexchange

Yes, that is one of the key strategy I tell parents is to give
the child as much control as possible #SENexchange

Claire R
@Claire_R123

His OT taught us so much, but he was Dx’d aged 2.5 so
we had help right from the start & many years for us to
learn & help him develop skills in the right way.
#SENexchange
2 8:34 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Claire R's other Tweets

Penny @penorjen · 25m
Replying to @SENexchange

It is! She also sits down as she says the water doesn't hurt
as much then?! #senexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

That is really interesting. I wonder why that is
#SENexchange
8:34 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

Susan Griﬃths @SusanGriﬃths5 · 25m
Replying to @SENexchange

For girls going through periods who are sensitive to touch
can ﬁnd periods very diﬃcult. Period pants are a godsend
solution to this! No messing around with sanitary products
#SENexchange

#SENexchange
@SENexchange

an important point. That could probably be a whole chat
- Puberty and it's challenges. #SENexchange
8:35 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See #SENexchange's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 25m
Replying to @Claire_R123

Singing is coming up a lot as a strategy maybe we need
#SENexchange's got talent.

Claire R
@Claire_R123

I mean.... I’m in, but I’ll deﬁnitely lose

#SENexchange

8:35 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Claire R's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 23m
Replying to @SusanGriﬃths5

an important point. That could probably be a whole chat Puberty and it's challenges. #SENexchange

Susan Griﬃths
@SusanGriﬃths5

Deﬁnitely #SENexchange
8:35 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Susan Griﬃths's other Tweets

nb @nb87120292 · 21m
Replying to @Claire_R123 @SENexchange

I’m deﬁnitely not good a singing either.

Claire R
@Claire_R123

We could duet! #SENexchange
8:37 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Claire R's other Tweets

#SENexchange @SENexchange · 53m
TEETH!
Q2. What strategies can we use to support those who ﬁnd
teeth cleaning Aversive?#SENexchange

Susan Griﬃths
@SusanGriﬃths5

Check out uk.jackandjillkids.com/default/toothc…
#SENexchange
8:43 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Susan Griﬃths's other Tweets

Susan Griﬃths @SusanGriﬃths5 · 38m
Replying to @SENexchange

I often see children who copes better with baths rather
than showers as they don’t like water running down their
face. Water temperature for many children is often an
issue especially if they are sensitive to heat so run the
water temperature to child’s preferences #SENexchange

Susan Griﬃths
@SusanGriﬃths5

Check this website out for waterless shampoo and
waterless body wash dignitylcservices.co.uk
#SENexchange
Products for Disabled Children and A…
Dignity is a National Online Store that
supplies and sells Bathroom and Personal
Care products for disabled children and
dignitylcservices.co.uk
2 8:48 PM - Mar 11, 2020
See Susan Griﬃths's other Tweets
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